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Abstract. Given the interval model of an n-venex, e-edge circle graph G. it is shown how to
find a clique of G of maximum size 1 Cresp.. maximum weight) in o (nlogn+min[e,nllog(2nll)])
(resp., O(nlogn+min[n 2,eloglogn])) time. The best previous algoritfuns required. respectively,
Ben2) and O(n 2+eloglogn) time. An O(nlogn+dn) time and space algorithm that finds an
independent set of maximum weight for the interval model of G is also presented. Here d is !.he
maximum number of intervals crossing any position of the line in the interval model of G. The
best previous solution for this problem took time 0 (n 3).
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1. Introduction
Let I be a set of n (possibly weighted) imervals of me real line. such !.hat no two intervals
share a common endpoinL Interval i is represented by the ordered pair (lei,rei) of its endpoints
on me real axis, and the weight of i is denmed by Wi, l~iSn. Possibly at the cost of an
o (nlogn) time sorting, we can always assume that the imervals are numbered from I [Q n
according to the natural order of their left endpoints, Le.• i <j iff lei<Jej. Let i <j. Interval i
conrains interval j if rej<re;. Intervals i and j are disjoim if rei<lej. Finally, intervals i and j
overlap if they are not disjoint but neither one of them contains the other. As is well known
(d., for example. (Gal), lhe set I can be regarded as the imerval model of a circle (or overlap)
graph G = (V,E), IV I=n, IE l=e, as follows. Intervals in I are in one-to-one correspondence
with vertices in V, and two vertices are adjacent in G iff the corresponding intervals overlap.
Thus. a set of mutually overlapping intervals of I models a clique of G. Likewise, a set of inter-
vals that are pairwise either disjoint or contained in one another models an independent set of G.
In general, algorithms for circle graphs work wilh this imerval model [Gal, Go, GLL, H,
RU1, and so do the algorithms in this paper. We prescnt new algorithms for the problems of
finding Optimal (i.e., maximum size l. maximum weight) cliques and independent sets of circle
graphs G in interval form. For the unweighted case we present an algorithm that finds a clique
of maximum size l in linear space and in time 0 (nlogn+min[e, nllog(2nll)J). For the weighted
case we present two algorithms which, when combined, give a O(nlogn+min[n2,eloglognD
running time. The best previous algorithms take O(n 2 ) time for the unweighted [Bu. RU] and
o (n 2+eloglogn) time for the weighted case [H]. For the maximum independent set problem on
a circle graph G with arbitrary weights we presem an o (nlogn+nd) time algorithm, where d is
the densiry (i.e.• the maximum number of intervals crossing any position on the line) of the
interval model of G. The previously best algorithm requires 0 (n 3 ) time [Gall. although a
straightforward extension of some results of [MS] would lead to a bound of 0 (n 2 ).
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The algorithm for the unweighted case and onc algorithm for the weighted case are solved
by reducing the problem to that of repeatedly finding an optimal (Le.• longest and heaviest,
respectively) chain in suitably defined partially ordered sets. These reductions are described in
Sections 2 and 3. They enable to set up the improved algorithms for the clique problems. as we
show in Section 4. Section 4 also COntains an 0 (n 2) time algorithm for the weighted case
which uses a different approach. Finally, Section 5 contains our maximum independent set algo~
rilhm.
2. Preliminaries for the Clique Algorithms
In this section we give a number of definitions used throughout the paper, define a family
of permutation graphs of a circle graph, and describe an 0 (n210glogn) time algorithm for the
clique problem.
In 0 (nlogn) time, the set of intervals I can be represented as a string a.=a.\ 0:2 ... 0:211 that
we call the encoding of I (or G). An example is shown in Fig. 1. String 0: is a permutation of
lhe set {1,I,2,2,3,3,··· ,n,n} that caprores all mutual relations (disjointncss, containment,
overlap) among the intervals in I. The two occurrences of i in 0: marlc the endpoints of interval
i. Nom that the first occurrence of i in 0: precedes the first occurrence of i+1. Through this
lransformation, the endpoints of each interval are encoded by integers (i.e., positions of a). We
retain the notation (lej,rei) for the integer-encoded endpoints of interval i.
Our clique algorithms are based on some simple properties of circle graphs. In short, a
vertical line drawn between positions m and m+l, (m=l ,2, ... ,2n-l) of the (integer encoded)
interval model induces, on all intervals intersected by that linc, a subgraph Gm of G such that
Gm is a permutation graph (PLE, EPL] (see also [Go]). Thus, our problem reduces to finding a
maximum or maximum-weighted clique for all permutation graphs Cm .
The graphs Cm are easily extracted from the encoding a. For this, recall that there is a
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narural toral order for the intervals in I: i < j if lei < lej. For each permutation graph Gm • the
ordering of the vertices is a partial suborder of this initial order. Let the intervals from vertices
of Gm be re-numbered in the suborder. Now, scanning the right-endpoims of those intervals
rrom right [0 left yields the permutation 1tm of Gmo In Fig. 1, the permutation induced by the
vertical line is It? = [5,4,1,2.3]. It is well known (see. for example. [Go]), mat the decreasing
subsequences of It? and the cliques of G1 are in one-moone correspondence. Clearly, such a
bijection carries on to the original sequence [6,5.2,3,41. from which 1C7 was obtained. Thus the
maximum (resp.• heaviest) clique problem on Gm ,(m=I.2,··· ,2n-l) translates into a
corresponding longest (resp.• heaviest) descending subsequence problem. For example. [6.5.2],
[6,5,3] and [6,5,4] are me longest descending subsequences in {6,5,2.3,4]. each one of which
identifies a maximwn clique of G7. The longest (or heaviest) descending (or ascending) subse-
quence problem is a known restriction of the longest (or heaviest) common subsequence prob-
lem (see, for example. {Ap. HS. Fr2]). Such restrictions can be solved in 0 (nloglogn) time and
linear space. Iterating lhrough the 2n-1 graphs Gm leads therefore to an o (n 210glogn) algo-
rilhm. We show. however. that a closer look at how Gm+1 is related to Gm yields some
improvement To highlight mis relation. let every edge of Gm (m=1.2 . ....2n-l) be Lransi-
tively oriented from lhe higher to Lhe lower numbered venex. Observe now that Gm+1 is
obtained from G", either by deletion of a vertex that is always a sink in Gm or by the addition of
a vencx that is always a source in Gm +1 • On the interval model, the first (resp., second) case
occurs when moving the vertical line one position to the right decrements (resp., increments) by
one the number of intervals crossing the line. In the following, we shall base our discussion on
the pennutations itm ralher than on the graphs Gm.
We write a(m) md D:(m) LO denote the prefix of a of length m (m=I,2, ... ,2n-I). and the
conesponding suffix of ct, respectively. Let # be the concatenation operation. With each
decomposition (J;:={J.(m)#D:(m) (m=1,2,··· ,2n-l), we associate a 2nxm binary array M(m).
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Entry M(m)U,j]=l iff i>m and the j-lh symbol of o.(m) equals the (i-m)-th symbol of O{m) (or,
equivalently, equals the i-th symbol of ex). Nonzero entries of an M-array are called poims. and
we use pCrn) to denote the set of points in M(m).
Fig. 2 shows the set of points resulting from the decompositions of the string a of Fig. 1
for m=I.2, ...•7. Observe that !.he transition from M(m) to M(m+l) follows one of the two fol-
lowing patterns. If the first symbol of Ct{m) appears also in Cl(m) , lhen M(m+l) is obtained from
MCm) by deleting the topmost point in M(m) and adding an empty column to it. (Note tlIi1[ me
deleted poim represents the sink of Gm having lexicographically least coordinates in M(m).) If,
instead. the first symbol of CX(m) does not occur in o.(m). then M(m+l) consists of M(m) with a
noncmp[)' colwnn added [Q it (the point in this column represents a source of Gm ).
For any m, removing from M(m) all rows and columns that contain no points yields the
permutation matrix of the reverse (1tm l of 1tm o The above observations. and the fact that the
M-arrays are particular instances of the match-tables commonly used in the longest common
subsequence and related string-editing problems, motivate our use of this representation.
With any set p(m), we associmc I.hc partial order R defined as follows: let p=Ci,j) and
q=={r,s) be elements of p(m); then pRq iff i>r and j>s. TIlUS pRq HI q is "above and to the left
of' p. Note that the comparability graphs induced by R arc in fact the permutation graphs dis-
cussed in [PLE. EPL]. As usual. a subset Q of pCtn) fonned by elementS that are linearly ordered
by R will be called a chain; a subset S of p(m) fanned by elements no two of which are in R is
an anrichain. In conclusion, the problem of computing a maximum Cresp., heaviest) clique of G
reduces to finding a longest (resp., heaviest) chain of p(m). m=1.2, ... ,2n-1.
We focus first on the problem of finding a longest chain in a set p(m). By Dilworth's
Theorem [Di], such a chain meets all the antichains of p(m). Thus the length I of the longest
chain of p(m) equals the number of antichains in a minimal decomposition of p(m). (Note that
such a decomposition corresponds to a minimal coloring of the underlying permutation graph
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[PLE. EPL1.) Fig. 3 shows one possible minimal antichain decomposition of a sct of points and
one longest chain. For a point p in p(m). 1m the rank of p be the length of a longest chain thar p
can fann using only points below and to l.h.e right of ilself. The following known scheme con-
SlrUCrs a minimal antichain decomposition S I ,S 2. . .. that is often called canonical (cf. Fig. 4).
In a canonical decomposition. the antichain Sr contains precisely the points of rank. r.
We stan at the bottom of the array M(m) and assign the point with the maximum row-
coordinate [Q antichain S I. Assume now that we have reached the i-Lh row and have computed
the canonical decomposition for all poims (x-,y) with x>i. Let S 1,82•... ,S, be the antichains
in this decomposition. Let Sk be the column-coordinate of the last point added to Sk, 19$r.
and let T = (S\,S2.··· ,srI. As Fig. 5 highlighlS, T is a soned (in decreasing order) table. To
assign !.he point (i,}), locate the pair (S/,S/+l) such that s/>j>S/+I_ Now assign (i,}) to SI+It and
replace S'+l with j in T. If. in the above. S/+l is not defined, simply initialize Sr+l={(i,})} and
append j to T. The dam structure in (vE] can be used to implement table T. This data structure
requires S(n) time for initialization. afrer which any search, insert or delete operation takes
only OCloglogn) time. The above strategy requires IP(m) I operations of search-with-insertion
in T, and no more than Ip(m) I deletions from T, whence its rota! cost is 0 (n+ Ip(m) llog1ogn).
In additional e( Ip(m) 1) lime. appropriate "chain-links" can be issued during the consuuclion:
such links will enable to retrieve a longest chain by backtracking through them at the end.
For the weighted case, a heaviest chain can be obtained by a similar bottom-up sequence
of operations. This time we want to assign each point p to a heaviest chain among all chains
thm arc fonned using points of M(m) that lie below and to the right of p. The canonical decom-
position is of no use in this case. but it suffices to maintain at each row i a simple variant of
[able T. Let Wi_I UJ. (j =1,2•... ,m) be the weight of a heaviest clique among the cliques that
use only poinlS that fall both below row i and to the right of column j. Clearly, Wi-1UJ cannot
decrease as j goes from m to I. Call thresholds the values of j for which Wj _ 1U] > W j _I U+1].
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The new table T stores the sequence of threshold COlUIIlIt'>, each such column carrying its associ-
ated W-value. The rest of lhe consUllction is left to lhe reader (or see WLEl). Note that possibly
more than one threshold has to be deleted from T after an insenion. However. each threshold
corresponds to a distinct point. and a deleted point is never rc·insened. Le., the total number of
deletions is still 0 (I p(m),).
In conClusion, the two problems of finding a longest and a heaviest chain in p("') can be
both solved in time O(n+lp(m) Iloglogn). It is not difficult to see that iterating the above stra-
tegies 2n -1 times yields another 0 (n 21og1ogn) time solution for the corresponding clique prob-
lems on circle graphs. In the next two sections we describe algorithms that. given the encoding
0: of a circle graph G. Hnd a maximwn clique of G in a (min[e.nllog(2nll)]) time. and a max·
imum weighted clique of G in time 0 (min[n 2,eloglogn]). Both bounds are advantageous for
sparse graphs and neither is ever worse lhan 0 (n 2 ). The first bound is also advantageous when
l is expected to be small compared to n.
3. Maintaining Canonical Decompositions
We have already noted that. in the transition from a(m)#G.r..m) [0 a(m+I)#<X(m+I). only one
of two possible changes may affect the associaled M-arrays. We call contraction the change that
occurs when the topmost paim is removed from M(m), expansion the change that occurs when a
nonempty righttnost column is added to M(m). Assume that we have the canonical decomposi-
tion S I ,S 2••.• •S, for p(m). By consuuction, the points in Sr (l$r:S::l) appear in lexicographi-
cally decreasing order. Thus the topmost point in M(m) is the lexicographically least among the
last entries of S 1,S 2•... ,Sf. We call such a point lowsink. to remind that the corresponding
vertex is a sink in (our transitive orientation of) Gm •
If M(m+l) is obtained from M(m) by contraction. its canonical decomposition can be trivi-
ally derived from that of M(m). We extract the list of the last elements in all antichains. and
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search lhis list for the lexicographically least point. As is easily checked. removing lowsink
from its antichain leaves with the canonical decomposition of p(tn+I). With some trivial book·
keeping, these manipulations can be carried out in 0 (I) time.
In the rest of this section. we address the problem of maintaining the canonical decompo-
sition of p(rn) under expansion. We shall need the following notion. Given a point pin onc of
our sets P, range(p) is subset of P which is formed by all points ql. qz,··· qh such that
qsRp (5=1,2.... ,h), but for no value of s it is possible to find a point qeP, such that qsRqRp.
For the example of Fig. 6, range«6.6» = {(9.S), (7,1O)J. Clearly, range(p) is an antichain.
The notion of canonical decomposition can be re-formulated in terms of ranges. as follows.
Points whose ranges arc empty are assigned to S I, Assume now that S " S 2, ... ,Sr_1 have
been constructed. Then, any currently unassigned point p of P belongs to Sr iff there is <l[ least
one point p such that peSr_lnrange(p).
As the example of Fig. 6 illustrates, lhe canonical decomposition of a set P can change
considerably following an expansion. However, it is still possible to interpret the canonical
decomposition of Fig. 6 as obtained from that of Fig. 4 lhrough a series of elementary mmsfor-
matians. We use Fig. 7 Lo clarify this point Let p=(i,m+l) = (8,13) be the point being added
[Q P. Let S" S2,'" ,SI and Sl' S2"" ,Si represent. respectively, the canonical decomposi-
tions of P and P=Pv (p). The first obvious observation is that p=(8,13) must belong to S,.
Moreover, upon adding (8,13) to P, the rank of some of the points in P increases by one. In
particular, all points in S I having (8,13) in their range (as, for example, (7,10)) acquire rank 2
in P. Hence. adding point (8,13) to P splits S I into two segments, SL and SR, such that 5\ =
SLu{(8,13)} and SR is to be made a suffix of S2. Forcing SR into S2 can, in tum, result into
splitting S 2 into twO pans: a prefix, which belongs to S2' and a suffix which is to become a
suffix of S3. In our example, this suffix is «6,6),(2,7)) which coincides already wilh S3. Setting
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S3=54 concludes our consrruetion.
For simplicity. we assume hencefonh that the S-lists store only the row·coordinate of each
point. Thus each such list is a sorted (in decreasing order) list of integers. TIle procedure
EXPAND given below incorporates the above ideas. It assumes appropriate initializations and
all parameters global except the first coordinate i of lhe point being added to p(m). The formal·
ism follows that of [AHUl
Procedure EXPAND(i)
Input: the canonical decomposition of p(m) .. the length 10/ a longest chain in M(m).








(* SL contains all entries of Sr which are larger than j. *)
(* SR contains all entries of Sr which are smaller than j. *)





if S;t.0 then {=[ + I;
end.
The correcmess of EXPAND follows directly from our second definition of canonical
decomposition. In fact, point (i,m+l) trivially belongs to St. and so do the points in the list SL
that results from the splitting of S t. The r-lh ireration of the while loop uses the fact that. of all
poims considered so far. precisely the points placed in S have each <l[ least one point of S, in its
range. Thus, precisely these points need LO change their rank from r to r+ 1.
We now rum to the implementation of EXPAND. The critical pan is in the searches (in
the S-lists) implied by the split operations. One obvious way to locate the splitting site in S, is
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to stan at the top (last insened element) of me list and scan it until the splining site is found.
Observe that. in the graph G associated with the set of intervals I. the point (i,m+l) being
insened by EXPAND is adjacent to all and only the points in M(m) that have row-coordinate
smaller than i. Thus, there is a one-La-one correspondence between these points and the edges
incident wiLh (i,m+1) in G. In the linear scan of the S-lists. we charge the work done in
traversing each point p [0 the edge of G that COIUlects p [0 (i,m+l). Thus the talai work in this
implementation of EXPAND is 0 (e;), where ej is the number of edges incident with (i,m+l) in
G. The space required is trivially O(lp(m+l)r). An alternate implementation of EXPAND is
discussed in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The procedure EXPAND can be implemented to run in time
o (1 log (2 IP(m+1) I I I» and linear space.
Proof. Implement the lists Sr as balanced (e.g., 2-3) trees [AHU]. The linear space bound is
then straightforward. The operations performed outside the while loop require 0 (logl) lime.
Inside the while loop t!;;[ split and concatenate operations are executed which cost a total of
, ,
L10glSri and ::EloglSrl lime, respectively, up to a multiplicative conslant. If we add lo the
r=l r=l
first sum the work of a dummy split on S={(i,m+I)} and assume that Sis concatena[ed with
[he empty set whenever the while loop is exiled with S"#0, each one of the above sums can be
,
rewritten as LIogrr, where r!;;[ and Drg;+I=IP(m+l)I. Under these constraints, both sums
r=l
are maximized by choosing xr =(k+l)/l. Thus, the work accwnulated in the while loop can be
bounded by 1(1 + iog«k+l)/I», and the total wori< performed by EXPAND is
o (1Iog(2Iptm + l ) I/t». 0
Combining the two above implementations of EXPAND (e.g.• by running them con-
currently) yields an algorithm laking 0 (min[ ej, llog (2 rp(m+l) III) ] ).
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4. Finding Maximum and Maximum-Weight Cliques
We now presem the algorithms for the unweightcd and weighted clique problem on circle
graphs. Section 4.1 contains the algorithm for !.he unweighted case and the 0 (nlogn+eloglogn)
time algorithm for the weighted case. Both algorithms make use of the techniques developed in
lhe previous two sections and can thus be viewed as adaptive. As m goes from 2 to 2n. the
computation of an optimal clique for Gm makes use of the information accumulated while com-
puting an optimal clique for Gm _ l . Section 4.2 contains an 0 (n
2 ) lime algorithm for the
weighted case. This algorithm is not of me adaptive kind. Rather. it computes the weights of
many maximal chains for a set of points obtained from taking the union all sets p(m),
4.1. Algorithms Based on Expansion and Contraction
We have seen Lhat lhe canonical decompositions of the graphs Gm can be maintained
efficiently through the expansions and contractions dictated by the structure of a., as m goes
from 0 to 2n-1. Straightforward S(n) preprocessing of a enables subsequently to decide, in
constant time for each of the above values of m, whether <Xm+l encodes a left or a right end-
poim. For example. one can construct a table twin. defined as follows: for t=I,2, ... ,2n,
twin [£]=s iff al=o:s. A right endpoint is men detected at iteration m by the condition
twin[m+l]<m+1. TI1is calls for a contraction, Le., the search and removal of the cuncnt
lowsink from the canonical decomposition of p(m). (Incidentally, note that lowsink. is the point
(twin [m+l],m+1) in M(m); ct. Fig 2.) As seen at the beginning of Section 3, these manipula-
tions are trivially carried out on the antichains of me canonical decomposition of p(m) in 0(1)
time, where I is the length of a globally optimal chain. If twin [m+I]>m+l, then iteration m
involves an expansion. To invoke the procedure EXPAND, we need the row-coordinate in
M{m+l) of the point being added to p(m) (the column-coordinate of this point is just m+l). It is
easy to check (cf. Fig. 2) that this row-coordinate is precisely twin [m+l]. In conClusion, we
know always how to locale lowsink in a contraction, and we also know how to generate quickly
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me parameter value for EXPAND. The value of m for which p(m+l) achieves a longest possible
chain can be computed in the process. At !.he end. ruruting the algorithm of Section 2 on p(m+l)
yields the final solution in additional time 0 (n+1 pCm+l) l1og1ogn). We omit me details. Thus. a
maximum clique of a circle graph G can be computed in o (minfe,nllog(2nll)]) time and D(n)
space from i.h.c encoding IX of me interval model I of G. Adding the o (nlogn) COSt of producing
a. from [leads to OUf claimed bound.
We now tum to the computation of a maximum-weight clique of G. We have already
observed that the canonical decompositions of the sets p{m) do not seem [Q help, in general. in
finding a maximum weighted clique. However. we saw in Section 2 that a heaviest chain of
p(m) can be found in time O(n+IP(m)l1og1ogn). To simplify that discussion. we lOok the array
M(rn) as the input, and we made the implicit asswnption that the column-coordinate of the point
in any nonempry row of M(rn) could be found in constant time. This can be ammged easily.
However. a more natural input is the "vertical" list of points in p(rn) I sorted in lexicographically
descending order. If such a list is available. this will spare us Lhe time previously spent in exa-
mining empty rows of M(rn). This does not change the above time bound. bm thc linear tenn in
it is now charged solely by the initialization of the priority queue of [vE]. At this point. we can
use instead the variant of this structure presented in [10], which carries an initialization cost pro-
portional to the total cost of the insertions. Thus, if the input is the vertical list of points of
p(rn), the strategy of Section 2 can be implemented in O(IP(rn) Iloglogn) time. Combined with
the table twin, either priority queue in [vE, Jo] can be used to maintain our vertical list through
the left-to-right scarming of a, at an overall cost of 0 (n+nloglogn). We will see next how these
observations lead to a simple 0 ((e+n)loglogn) algorithm for computing a heaviest clique of G
from a.
Let p be a generic point in P(m) I and let Wrn(P) be the cost of a heaviest chain that can be
fanned using only p and points of p(rn) that lie below and to the right of p in M(rn). Asswne
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that p(rIl+I)=p(m)u{q}. for some suitable point q. Clearly. Wm+l (P) may diJIer from Wm(P) only
if qRp. In orner words. me only points whose W-valuc may vary following an expansion arc
mose adjacem lO q in G. i.e., those falling above q in M(m+l), The W-value of any such point
may be increased only by a chain containing iliat point and q. Bm such a chain carulOt contain
any point falling below q, since q is the rightmost point in M(m+l). In summary. we have the
following. First, the Wm+l-values of all poinrs below q are identical [0 the corresponding Wm-
values. Second. Wm+1(q)=wq' Finally, running the above heaviest-chain algorilhm on the lexi-
cographically soned list of the remaining points enables to assess !.he Wm+1 values for all such
points. in o (eqloglogn) time. Note lhat me input list that we need is just a suffix of !.he vertical
list associated with p(m+l). Accessing such a suffix. is a trivial byproduct of me insenion of
point q in mat vertical list. Clearly, the W-value of a point cannot increase following a contrac-
tion. Along these lines. we establish lhe bound of 0 «n +e)loglogn) for the computation of a
heaviest chain of G from the encoding a. Adding to this the O(nlogn) preprocessing cost leads
LO the bound of 0 (nlogn+eloglogn).
4.2. Algorithm BESTCHAINS
In this section. we give an alternate algorithm for finding a heaviest chain of G. As men-
Lioned in lhe beginning of Section 4. this 0 (n 2) Lime algorithm is quiLe different from the one
given in Section 4.1, and the combination of the two will esmblish me overall claimed bound of
o (nlogn+min[n2,eloglognD for the heaviest clique problem.
Before we describe our 0 (n 2) algorirhm. we introduce the notion of the trace associated
with a family of M-arrays. The lrace M* is the 2nX2n array that is obtained by taking the union
of all the arrays M(m), (m=1,2•...• 2n). or, equivalently, by adding to lhe array M(2n) all points
that were deleted by contraction in the sequence of transitions from M(I) to M(2n). The trace for
the arrays of sUing a of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 8. The following observations motivate the
introduction of M *. Let p. be the set of all points in M a. For every point p =(i.j) in P * and
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every value k'.fi. let Wp[k] be me weight of a heaviest chain among those chains that stan at p
and use no point (i'.j') with i'<k. Observe um, in general. some of the values in Wp do not
correspond to cliques of G. since they refer to chains that use points nO[ in MU). By construc-
Lion. however, the points that are both in M" and M(j) are precisely those points of M" having
the second coordinate not larger than j and first coordinate not smaller than h, for some hSi (cf.
Fig. 2). The value of h is known from lhe struCIDre of M(j). Since Wp[k] is obviously nonin-
creasing witll increasing k, we conclude that Wp[h] is the weight of a heaviest chain of p(j)
among all chains of pU) that stan m point p. In orner words. the computation of the Wp amys
for all points of p. makes the weight of a heaviest chain of G readily available. Our algorithm
compures these arrays, and we can now undenake il.S description.
Since thc result that follows holds for an arbitrary set P={p I.P2, ... ,Pn} of n weighted
points in the plane. we relax our definilion of the relation R, by including in R also pa.i~ of
points that have identical first or second coordinate. For any point P of P, let X (P) and Y (P) be
the x and y coordinatc of p. respectively. We assume that the points are given sorted by nonin-
creasing y coordinates, i.e. yep 1);;::Y(P2)';;:: ... ;;::Y(pn). Note that (0.0) is now the bottom left
comer of the coordinate syslem.
Let VLefl be a vertical line to the (ert of P. Let Le/l(P)={a I •... •an ) where ai has zero
weight and is the horizontal projection of Pi on VLeft (see Fig. 9).
Let DISTp be the matrix of the weights of heaviest chains in PuLe/t(P) that begin in P
and end in Lelt(P). That is. DISTp(i,j) is the weight of a heaviest chain of points that begins at
Pi. ends at aj. and all of whose intennediate points (if any) are in PuLe/reP). If i <j then
DISTp(i,j) = -<:10 (Pi and aj form an amichain).
Lemma 2. Given P. the matrix DISTp can be computed in 0 (n 2) time.
The rest of this section gives an algorillun that proves the above lemma.
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Let VRighJ be a vertical line [0 the right of P. Let Righc(P)={b \ •... ,bn } where b j has
zero weight and is me horizontal projection of Pi on VRight (see Fig. 9). Let RLp ("RL" being
mnemonic for "right to left") be lhe matrix of the weights of heaviest chains in
PuLejr(P)URighr(P) that begin in Righle?) and end in Lefr(?). In other words. RLp.Cit}) is
the weight of a heaviest chain of poinlS that begins at bit ends at aj. and all of whose imermedi-
me points are in PULejr(P)URighr(P). If i <j l.h.cn RLpCi,j) = --00 (hi and aj form an
amichain). In order for the recursive procedure we are abollt [Q describe to work, it must com-
pute the RLp matrix as weU as the DISTp one.
We aTe now ready [Q describe the procedure BESTCHAINS. which takes as input
P={p [.'" ,P"J, Y(pl)~'" ~Y(Pn)' and computes the matrices DISTp and RLp • The basic
idea is mat of partitioning me problem of size n into two subproblems, of size n/2 each. which
are then solved recursively. The DIST and RL matrices returned by thc two recursive calls are
men combined in O(n 2) lime to obtain the DIST and RL matrices of the original problem. The
resulting recurrence relation for the time complexity is then T(n):QT(n/2)+cn 2 , whose solution
is T(n)=O (n 2 ). The main difficulty is in combining sub-solutions in quadratic timc. A more
detailed description of BESTCHAINS is as follows.
Step 1. If P is small (e.g.• contains less Lhan 20 points) then solve the problem in constant time
by using any brute force method. Otherwise proceed to Step 2.
Step 2. Let VMiddJ~ be a vertical line partitioning P into two sets of points A and H, each of
which contains nl2 points, and such that A is to the left of H (see Fig. 9). Using as Left(A)
(resp. Right(A» the horizontal projection of A on Vuft (resp. VMiddJ~). recursively solve lhe
problem for A. Then, using as Lelt(H) (resp. Righr(B» lhe horizontal projection of B on
VMiddJ~ (resp. VRighl ), recursively solve the problem for B. This step takes time equal to
2T(n/2)+O (n).
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Comment. These recursive calls return DISTAl RLA, DISTS • RLB. The matrix RL.... comains the
weights of me heaviest chains in AuLe[r(A)uRight(A) that begin in Right(A) and end in
Left(A). The matrix DISTA contains the weights of the heaviest chains in AuLeft (A) that begin
in A and end in Left(A). The matrix RLs contains the weights of the heaviest chains in
BuLe!t(B)uRight(B) that begin in Right(S) and end in LeftCS). The matrix DISTs contains
the weights of me heaviest chains in BULe/rCB) that begin in B and end in LeflCS).
Before we proceed to Step 3, let Middle(P)={c \•... ,en} where Ci has weight zero and is the
horizomal projection of Pi on VMiddJ~ (see Fig. 9). Recall that Le/t(P)={a I, ... •a,,} (resp.
Righr(P)={b 1, ... ,bn)) is the horizomal projection of Pan VLe/ r (resp. VRi/rh,).
Step 3. Use lhe matrices RLA and RLB to obtain RLp • We need to do this in 0 (n
2) time. This
is done in the following SUb-steps (3.1)-(3.3).
Sub-slep 3.1. From RLA • obtain the nXn matrix RL 1 of the weights of heaviest chains in
Le!l(P)uAuMiddle(P) that begin in Middle(P) and end in Lelt(P). This is easy [Q do in
o (n 2 ) time, as follows. We set the emry RL 10,}) equal to RLA (j (O,g (j)) where:
(i) Row !(i) of RLA corresponds to the lowest point of Righl(A) that is not below c; (possi-
bly it is c; ilSelf).
(ii) Column gU) of RLA. corresponds to the highest paim of Lell(A) that is not above Qj (pos-
sibly it is Qj itself).
If I (0 or g (j) is undefined (e.g., if all points of A are below c; or above Qj), then we set
RL 1(i,}) equal to -. Of course, locating I (i) and gU) for each i,j pair is not done by binary
search (this would result in an unacceptable 0 (n 210gn) cost for this sub-step). Rather, the com-
pU[atl0n of the functions! and g is done all at once in 0 (n) total time, as follows. To compme
I. merge Right(A) with Middle(P) - Right (A) (each soned by nonincreasing y components)
and, during the merge, compute for each point of Middle(P) the lowest point of Right (A) that is
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not below it. To compu.re g. merge Lefr(A) with LeIt(?) - Left(A) (each soned by nonincreas-
ing y components) and, during the merge, compUle rOf each paim of Lelt{?) the highest paim
of Left (A) that is not above it.
Sub·srep 3.2. From RLB, obtain the nXn matrix RL2 of lhe weights of heaviest chains in
Middle(P)uBuRighr(P) lhat begin in Righr(P) and end in Middle (P). This is done in
o (n 1) time in a manner similar to Lhe way RL I was obtained in sub-step 3.1.
Sub-step 3.3. Use RL 1 and RL2 to obtain RLp . We show that this can be done in 0 (n 2 ) time.
Narc that:
RLpU,j) = max (RL2U,k)+RL l(k,j))
19$n
(')
Thus me problem we face is !.hat of "multiplying" lhe matrix RL2 and me malrix RL 1 in the
closed scmiring (max.+). The key observaLion which enables us to perfonn this multiplication in
o (n 2) time is now given. For every row i of RL 2 and every column j of RL I, let SU,)) be the
value of k which maximizes (*), Le. RLpU,j) = RL 2U. SU,)))+RL l(SU,)),j). If there is more
than one value of k which maximizes (*) then we break the tie by choosing SU,}) to be the
smallest such k (this correspond to breaking ties in favor of chains that cross VMiddle as high as
possible). The key observation is that for every row i of RL2 and every column} of RL I, we
have:
S(i, 1)'; S(i, 2)'; ... ,; SU,n) and S(I,j)'; SC2,j)'; ." ,; S(n,j), (tl
Before proving property (t), we explain how a consequence of it would be an 0 (n 2 ) time algo-
rithm for doing the matrix multiplication defined by (*). We give an O(n,n2) time procedure
for the (more general) case where RL2 is an n \xn2 matrix, and RL 1 is an n2xn I matrix,
n\'9l2. The only structure of these matrices that our algorithm uses is the property (t). To
compute the product of RL2 and RL 1 in the closed semiring (max,+), iL clearly suffices to com-
pute au,)) for all 1'5i.}:9l1. To compute the product of RL2 and RL 1 (i.e. the function a), we
use the following recursive procedure.
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1. Recursively solve the problem for the product of RL2' and RL l' where RL2' (resp. RL 1')
is !.he (n ]/2)xn2 (resp. n2x(n I /2» marnx consisting of me odd rows (resp. odd columns)
of RL2 (resp. RL 1). This gives SCi,j) for all pairs (i.j) such that i and j arc odd. If
T(n\,n2) denotes the time complexity of the overall procedure, then this step takes
T(n [/2.n:!J time.
2. Compmc BU,j) for all even i and odd j. as follows. For each odd j, compute SCi,}) for all
even i. The fact that we already know BCi,}) for all odd i. together with property (f),
implies mat this can be done in 0 (n2) time for each such j. The lOla! Lime laken by this
S[(~P is !.hen 0 (n In2).
3. Compme B(i,) for all odd i and even j. The method used is identical to that of the previ-
ous step and is therefore omined.
4. Compme BU,) for all even i and even j. The method is very similar to that of the previ-
ous two steps and is therefore omitted.
The lime complex.ity of the above method obeys the recurrence: T(n I ,n2)S.T(n ,/2,n2}+cn 1n2.
where C is a constant. This implies that T(n\,n2)=O (n ,n2)·
Thus it suffices [Q prove (t). We give the detailed proof that SU, I) S. B(i. 2) 5: ... s. BCi,n) and
omit the proof of BO.}) S. B(2,j) S. ... S. B(n.}) since it is symmetrical. Since lhe row i of
RL2 is understood, we use B(k) as a shonhand for B(i,k). The proof is by contradiction: sup-
pose that for some j we have eU»BU+I). By definition of the function B there is. in
PuLe!c(P)uMiddle(P)uRighc(P), a heaviest chain from bi to aj going through cO(j) (call
this chain 11), and one from b j to Qj+1 going through CO(j+l) (call it chain r3). Letparh(lJ,) be the
piecewise linear path obtained by joining by a straight line segment every two consecutive
points of IJ" and let parh(r3) be defined similarly for r3 (see Fig. 10). Since COU+l) is above C(I(j),
the twO cDntinuous paths pach(lJ,) and pach(r3) must cross at least once sDmewhere in between
VMidd1~ and VLe!,: let q be such an intersection point (q need nDt belDng tD P; see Fig. 10). Let
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prejlx(!.L) (resp. prejix(I3» be the chain consisting of the portion of the chain !.L (resp. (3) lhat is
(gcomeuically) [Q the right of q. We obtain a contradiction in each of two possible cases:
Case 1. The length of prefu(Jl) differs from that of preji'x(I3). Withom loss of generality,
assume it is the length of prej"u(l3) mat is !be larger of the two. But then, the chain obtained
from j.1 by replacing prej"u(ll) by prefix(13) is better (i.e. heavier) than 1.1., a contradiction.
Case 2. The length of prej"lX(IJ.) is same as that of preju(I3). In Il, replacing prejIx(J.L) by pre-
ju:(13) yields another heaviest chain between b j and aj' onc mat crosses VMid4le at a paim higher
lhan ceu). comradicting the definition of lhe function 9.
This completes the proof of (t).
Step 4. Use the matrices DISTAl DISTB• and RL 1 to obtain DISTp. We need to do !.his in
O(n 2) time. This is done in the following sub-steps (4.1)-(4.3).
Sub-step 4.1. From DISTA , obtain the (n/2)xn matrix D 1 of the weights of heaviest chains in
AuLeft(P) that begin in A and end in Lelt(P). This is easy to do in O(n 2 ) time. as follows.
Consider the entry of D 1 corresponding to the chain from PiEA to GjE Left (P). If Gj is in
Left (A), then this entry of D 1 is the same as the entry of DISTil whose row corresponds to Pi
and whose column corresponds to aj. If aj is not in Left(A) Lhcn this entry of D 1 is thc same
as the entry of DISTil whose row corresponds to Pi and whose column corresponds to agO) (the
function g was defined and computed in sub-step 3.1). Note that D 1 contains half of the rows
of the matrix. DISTp (the rows corresponding to heaviest chains begiruIing in A).
Sub-step 4.2. From DISTB• obtain the (nl2)xn matrix D2 of the weights of heaviest chains in
Middle(P)uB that begin in B and end in Middle (P). This is done in O(n 2 ) time in a manner
similar to the way D 1 was obtained in sub-step 4.1.
Sub-step 4.3. Use matrices RL 1 and D2 to obtain the (nl2)xn matrix D3 of the weights of
heaviest chains in PULeft(P)UMiddle(P) that begin in B and end in Lelt(P). Note that D3
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contains half of the rows of the matrix DISTp (the rows corresponding [Q heaviest chains begin-
ning in Bt We show that this sub-step can be done in 0 (n 2.) time. The algorithm. which we
sketch next. is similar to sub-step 3.3. Note that:
o 3Ci,j) = max (0 2Ci,k)+RL i(k,}»
"as"
(**)
Thus the problem we face is !.hat of "multiplying" the matrix D 2 and the matrix RL 1 in the
dosed semiring (max.+). The key observation which enables us [0 perform this multiplication in
O(n2.) time is a monmonicily property similar to (f). More specifically, for every row i of D2
and every column j of RL 1, let rei,}) be the value of k which maximizes (**), i.e.
D 3Ci,j) = D 2Ci, y(i,})+RL l(y(i,}),j). If there is more than one value of k which maximizes
(**) then we break the tie by choosing "((i,}) [0 be the smallest such k. Thc key observation is
lhat for every row i of D 2 and every column j of RL 1, we have:
y(i, i) ';YCi,2)'; ... ';YCi,n) and y(I,}) ,; y(2,})'; ... ,; y(n/2,}). (tt)
The proof of (ff) and I.he discussion abom how it implies an 0 (n 2) time algorithm for D 3 arc
similar to lhe arguments given about (f) in sub-step 3.3 and are therefore omiued. This com-
pletes the description of lhe algorithm and hence the proof of Lemma 2.
BESTCHAINS can be easily upgraded so as to produce not only the weights of the heavi·
cst chains starring at each point but also the chains themselves. These modifications do not alter
lhe time bound. We leave l.h.em to the reader.
We conclude by nming that there is a connection between our implementation of substcp
3.3 of t.he algorithm of Subsection 4.2 and recent work (independent of ours) by Aggarwal and
Park. (AgPa]: the problem they call "computing l.h.e tube maxima of a three-dimensional Monge
matrix" is similar to our implementation of substep 3.3. The first two authors of the present
paper. as well as Aggarwal and Park, have also independently considered the parallel version of
this problem (these investigations are reponed in [AALM] and [AgPa], respectively, and the
techniques l.h.ey use are quite different).
5. Finding a Maximum Independent Set
In this section we presem an algorithm mat finds a maximum independent sct of a
weighted n-venex cirele graph given by its interval model in 0 (dn) time. where d is the densiry
of me interval model. The densi[)' d is defined as max{dq } I where dq is the number of intervals
q
with lei<q<rei (Le .. dq is the number of intervals crossing from position q to position q+l).
We assume mat we are given the encoding 0: and Lhat every one of me 2n positions in 0: knows
whether it corresponds to me left or the right endpoint of an interval. Furthermore. position lej
(resp. red in ex. corresponds to the left (resp. right) endpoint of interval i.
We smn by briefly outlining a known D(n) time dynamic programming algorithm that
llnds a maximum independent set of a weighted interval graph given in interval form by its
encoding a: [FrI, MS, GLL]. In the imerval model of an interval graph any twO imervals in an
independent set must be disjoim. Recall that in the interval model for a circle graph any two
intervals in an independem set must either be disjoim or one must contain the other. The algo-
rithm computes for every position m, l:9n:52n. an emry MIS [m] that contains the sum of the
weights of the intervals in a maximum independent sct when considering all intervals i with
re j 9n. Hence. MIS [2n] contains the value of Lhe optimal solution. The MIS-emlies arc com-
pured in a lcft-to-right scan of the encoding a. Assume the scan has JUSt reached position m. If
this position corresponds to a left endpoint, then we set MIS[m] to MIS[m-l]. If the position
corresponds to a right endpoint., say of imerval i, then we set MIS[m] = max
(MIS[m-IJ, MIS(lej-l] + w;). It is straightforward to shown that !.his procedure determines a
maximum independent set.
We now return to the maximum independent set problem on weighted circle graphs. The
algorithm described above immediately leads to an o (min (n 2, d 2n)) time solution. This 501u-
tion is obtained by an implementation of Oavril's algorithm fOal in which for every interval i
the value of the maximum independent set formed by interval i and the intervals contained by i
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is compmed. Let CMlS [i] be this value. Our maximum independent set algoritluns determines
the ClvllS-emnes in O(dn) time using a different memod than the one described in [Ga]. Our
algorimm computes me emries in a single left-[Q-right scan of the encoding a, wim appropriate
book-keeping. Once the CMlS-emrics arc known. the final value of the maximum independem
set is obtained in O(n) time by using the algorithm described above for interval graphs.
Assume the left-to-right scan reaches position m of the encoding Ct.. At this poim. the
entries CM1S [i] for all imervals i with rei<m have been computed. The entries CMlS [i] for all
intervals i with lej<m~ej already have received a preliminary v:::tlue. The imervals with
lej<m~ei are in a set. called set OPEN (we call these intervals open intervals). Assume lhat
ror every open interval x lhe algorithm maintains a list elisI(x), which contains Lhe following
information about the intervals contained by x. Let u be an interval having both endpoints in
[le;r,m-l] (Le.• le;r$leu<reu~-l). Then. let elist(x) contain an entry (reu.wwu). where WWu is
the weight of a maximum independent set fonned only by intervals having both endpoints in
[lex,reu ]. We next describe the actions taken at position m during the scan when the elist's are
available.
If position m corresponds to a left endpoint of some interval i. then add interval i to
OPEN. set CMlS [i] to zero. and create the (initially empty) list clisI(j). If position m
corresponds [Q the right endpoint of some interval i. then remove i from OPEN and assign to
CMlS[i] its final value; i.e., CMlSri] =CMlS[i]+w;. The algorithm then determines the effect
of the final value of CMlS [i] on other open intervals. The intervals that need to be considered
are the open intervals x with lex<lej (i.e., the ones that contain interval 0. For every such inter-
val x, CMIS[x] is possibly updated and a new entry in clist(x) is created. The right endpoint of
this new entry is obviously rei and its weight is determined as follows. Let (r.ww) be the entry
in elist(x) with r <lei and r as large as possible. Assume the right endpoint r belongs to inter-
val u. We then say Lhat interval u updares interval x at position m. If no interval updates x at m
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(i.e., no such entry (r,ww) exists), asswne 'WW=O. Next update CMIS{x] to the maximum of
Lhe current CMIS {x] and CMIS rt ]+WJ.1I. Then, set the weight of the newly created entry in
disc(x) to CMlS [x].
Standard balanced-tree implementations of the disc's lead immediately to a (dnlogn) time
and 0 (dn) space bounds since there are at most d disc's at work at any position during the scan.
Note that a right endpoint may form an entry 1n a number of cUsc's and that these emrics have.
in general, different weights_ We next describe an implementation of the above algorithm that
achieves the claimed 0 (dn) Lime bound. In order to remove lhe factor of logn in the time
bound it is crucial that the open intervals are updated fast. Our new implememarion makes usc
of the fact that if interval u updates interval x at position m. lhen u also updates every other
open interval y wilh ley <lez. Of course, the weights needed to perform me actual updates on
entries CMIS [x] and CMIS [y] may be different. The following lemma states that the interval
updating x has its right endpoint within 2d positions to the left of position lei.
Lemma 3. Let u be the interval updating the open interval x at position m. Then, rell.>lei-2d.
Proof. Let q be the largest position in encoding a that corresponds to the left endpoint of an
Interval disjoint with interval i and q <lei. Clearly, any right endpoint updating an open interval
at position m must be in (q+l, lei-I]. By our choice of q, any left endpoint falling in
[q+1. lei-I] must have its corresponding right endpoint to the right of position lei. And, any
right endpoint falling in (q+l Je,l] must have its corresponding left endpoint to the left of
position q. Thus. there cannot be more than d-I such left (resp. right) endpoints. 0
We next describe the data structures used by our maximum independent set algorilhm. Set
OPEN is implemented as a doubly-linked list with the open intervals arranged by increasing left
endpoint Hence, if list OPEN contains the intervals ~1, ~2•... ~r. then
Je~l<le~l<··· <Jef}I' c$d. Every position q of the encoding a corresponding to a right end-
paim already encountered in the scan has a doubly linked list L q associated with it. Let u be the
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imerval wim reu=Q. Then, every element in Lq corresponds to an interval mat comains interval
It. Hence. lhere can be at most d-l elements in Lq • If L q contains me imervals )'1, )'2, ... , yr.
t'5.d.lhen le'(1)leil>··· >le-yr (cf. Fig. II). Evcry imerval)'s in Lq has a weight emry asso-
ciated with it, and we refer to it as w (Lq, )'s). This weight emry has me same function as the
weight entry of the elements in the previously used clist's. and it corresponds to the weight of a
maximum independem set fanned by intervals with both endpoints in [leys.q J. l'5.s '5.t.
The actions taken at the endpoints encountered during the left-to-right scan of a. are as fol-
lows. As before, assume the scan is at position m. If me position corresponds [Q the left end·
poim of some imerval i. insen interval i imo liS[ OPEN and set CM/S [i I to zero. If me position
corresponds to the right endpoim of some interval i, lhen remove interval i from list OPEN and
give CM/S[i] its final value (Le .• CM/S[i} = CM/S[i]+wi). The algorithm next perfonns an
updatc stage in which the effect of CM/S[i] on other open intervals is determined. The update
stage traverses list OPEN starting from both ends. Let pointer p_begin point to the open inter-
val with the smallest left endpoint (Le., interval ~1 in list OPEN). and let p_end point to the
first open interval x with le:r.<lei. Only the open intervals between p_begin and p_end in OPEN
may need their CMIS-entry updated. In order to do so we stan a local right-to-Ieft scan in
encoding a. at position q = lei-I. Because of Lemma 3. lhis local scan needs never extend
beyond the 2d-th position to the left of position lei-I.
Assume the local scan is at position q in encoding Ct.. If q corresponds to the left endpoint
of some interval, it is either the left endpoint of some interval x with re:r.<m (in which case no
action is taken). or it is the left endpoint of some open interval x (which has re:r.>m). In the
latter case there exists no imerval that updates x at position m (otherwise the local scan would
have encountered this interval and updated x at some earlier point). We set CM/S [x J to the
maximum of CM/S[xJ and CM/S[i]. Moreover, before moving to position q-l. we advance
pointer p_end. which also points to interval x. to the next interval in OPEN.
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If q corresponds [Q the right endpoim of some imerval u, we determine me open imervals
updated by u and perform rhe necessary updatcs. This step, which we call CHECK_UPDATE,
scans. a[ lcast partially. list Lq • Recall mat liSl Lq comains the imervals yl,y2, ... ,It wim
leyl>··· > le"f/' t~d. and !.hat every interval Y5 contains u. CHECK_UPDATE starts by scan-
ning list Lq to find the first interval z=yr that is open. Intervals yl, ... ,')'(r-l), which are no
longer open, obviously need no more updating and are at this poim removed from L q • Every
open interval between and including intervals p_begin and z contains interval u and is updated
by u (cf. Fig. 11). The CMlS-entries are updated as before (see also step (2) of procedure
CHECK_UPDATE given below). Furthermore. intervals encountered in Lq Lhat are no longer
open are removed from L q• After !.he open intervals betweenp_begin and z have been updated,
CHECK_UPDATE sets pointer p_begin for the next position. namely q -I, in the the local scaIL
The local scan still needs to update the open intervals y with leu<ley<reu • These intervals (like.
for example, 135 in Fig. 11) could not be updated by interval u and their left endpoints have not
yet been encountered in the local scan.
Procedure CHECK_UPDATE
Input: lists Lq and OPEN.
Output: The updated CMlS-emries for a/llhe open intervals that contain u.
(¥ Currently. b_begin points to Lhc open, not yet updated interval in OPEN with the ¥)
(* smallest left endpoint, and p_end points to the open. not yet updated interval in OPEN *)
(¥ wilh the largest left endpoint Intervals yl,12, - .. ,yt are the intervals in list Lq wilh *)
(* leYl> ... >Le"f/,l$d *)
begin
(I) let z be the first open interval in Lq ;
assume z=yr. if r > 1, delete intervals yl •... "f..r-l) from Lq ;
(2) while the interval p_begin points to has not been passed in list Lq do
CM/S[,] =max (CM/S[,], w(Lq ,,) + CM/S[i]);
set z to the index of the next open interval in Lq and delete intervals
encountered in Lq Lhat are no longer open
endwhile:
(3) advance p_begin so that it points [Q the first interval in OPEN
encountered wilh a left endpoint> Leu
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end.
After the updam stage has been completed. !.he final action to be taken at a position m is
!.he creation of list L m • Recall that position m corresponds to the right endpoint of some interval
i. List L", is formed by scaruting through OPEN and including all the intervals x that contain
interval i and setting w(Lm,x) to CMIS [x].
Before giving me lime analysis of our algorithm. we specify which intervals are in list L q
at any time during the scan. As before. let re,,=q. At the time Lq is created, every interval lhat
contains u is in Lq and every such imerval is also in OPEN. As the main scan moves to the
ri ght. L'l may contain intervals that are no longer open. Recall lhat such intervals arc deleted
from Lq when Lbe local scan traverses Lq in eilher steps (1) or (2) of procedure
CHECK_UPDATE. In general. list L q comains a non-open interval x if no local scan initiated
between positions m-l and rer-l used interval u to update an interval open at the time of that
local scaIL
The 0 (dn) total time of the algorithm is then established as follows. The update stage
considers at most 2d positions in its right-to-Ieft scan. For every interval updated at position q a
constant amount of time is charged to the total lime. No time is charged at position q for open
imervals that were updated before the local scan reached position q. At most d intervals are
updated in one update stage. Intervals no longer open are removed from list Lq (there can be up
to d-l imervals that arc removed). One update stage can make O(d) calls to procedure
CHECK_UPDATE and can thus spend a total of 0 (d2 ) time on removing intervals. Ncverthe·
less. the overall time spent on removing intervals from lists L q can be at most 0 (dn) since
every list contains at most d intervals. Thus the 0 (dn) time bound for computing the weight of
a maximum independent set follows.
We now briefly describe how to modify the algorithm so as to generate also the intervals
of a maximum independent set. We associate an initially empty linked list Vr with every
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interval x. l$x::;n. We also add an array U of size n. At termination of the left-to-right scan.
U Ix] is equal to the interval wilh the largest right endpoint in the maximum independent set
formed by all intervals contained by x. Whenever interval x is updated and Lhe value of
CMIS [x 1 increases. we proceed as follows: If the updating is done in step (2) of procedure
CHECK_UPDATE (in which case x=Z), we add the element consisting of the pair (i,u) to list
Vx and we set U[x]=i. If interval x is updated outside CHECK_UPDATE (in which case no
right endpoint updating x was found), we set U (x] to i. Using [he V lists and the array U, the
intervals in a maximum independent set can easily be obtained in 0 (dn) lime. This concludes
our discussion of the 0 (dn) lime and space algorithm for detennining a maximum independent
set of a circle graph given by its interval model.
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TIle interval model of a circle graph with its encoding a= 12314564737256 and the permutation
grnph induced by a crossing vcrticallinc. Fig.l.a: Renumbering all the endpoints of intervals
crossed by the vertical line and then reading the right renumbered endpoints from left to right
yields the permutation 1t7 associated with the decomposition a = a r1J#a.m. Fig l.b: The
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A minimal antichain decomposition
for a . Points (9,8), (6,6) and (4,5)










The last step in the construction of the canonical decomposition of Fig. 4. Prior to handling row
2. all points below !.his row have been assigned [0 antichains. At this point the table T is
(10.6.5) (these columns are marked by solid vertical bars above the horizontal line). Inserting
point (2.7) in T causes the second cnrry to change from 6 to 7. The vertical solid bars on top of


















Fig. 7.a: The splitting effect of point (8,13) on antichain S!. Fig. 7.b: The splitting effect of
point (7,10), formerly a suffix of antichain S I' on 52' Point (6,6) will not split S3-





















The tr.:lce array M· associated with the set of intervals of Fig. 1. The portion of M' left of the
vertical broken line contains (properly) M(S). Note lh:lt all points in M(5) (shown solid) lie
below the horizontal broken line. Only these points can be pan of a chain staning at the point
representing interval 5.
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Position of pointers p_begin and p_end and interval z after step (1) in CHECK_UPDATE
when called for position q; interval k did update ~ 1. interval u updates ~4, \33. and 132.
Figure 12
